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Abstract 

The ecological disaster staring in our face is largely due to our own follies and 

presents itself as a byproduct of culture. This has been universally acknowledged by 

academia the world over. Donald Worster sums up this catastrophic disaster by emphasizing 

that ‘we are facing a global crisis today, not because of how ecosystems function but rather 

because of how our ethical systems function----Historians, along with literary scholars, 

anthropologists and philosophers cannot do the reforming of course, but they can help with 

the understanding’. Literary figures like AmitavGhosh have sensed the ominous warnings 

nature spells out. His powerful non-fiction, The Great Derangement represents a clarion call 

to rouse the Earth citizens from their inert slumber. It is a corollary to Ghosh’s earlier fiction 

like The Hungry Tide which voices similar concerns. Ghosh provides agency to the non-

human voices that the Earth is teeming with and which fall on deaf ears. The main praxis is 

on climate change, its relationship with fiction and politics. He deliberates upon the effects of 

climate change and critiques the moralism propagated by the pseudo-avatars. Ghosh’s three-

pronged strategy can be rendered by unmasking the uncanniness of climate change which is 

unthinkable in contemporary culture. As historical developments render both fiction and 

politics into a search for self-discovery, Ghosh interestingly creates a pastiche by stitching 

together narratives depicting the construction of Nature and Human vis-à-vis the European 
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Enlightenment. This according to him remains the tactical moot point for delineating the 

contours of drastically changed relations.  

Through vivid and powerful imagery, Ghosh highlights how tangled the history of the carbon 

economy is with contradictory and counter intuitive elements. His serious non-fiction 

attempts to deal with humanitys’ most pressing concern. As he vociferously explains ‘is it 

possible that the arts and literature of this time will one day be remembered not for their 

daring, not for their championing of freedom, but rather because of their complicity in the 

Great Derangement’. 

The present paper seeks to highlight the agency which non-human forces have in 

order to alter the course of human thought. The paper hopes to present Ghosh’s nuanced style 

of juxtaposing the ominous signs of climate change, literary forms and politics. Employing 

Zapf’s model of cultural ecology as a research paradigm, the author hopes to explore the 

complex interconnectedness between culture/nature in the ever changing global scenario.  
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Introduction 

The reconnect between culture and nature, mind and body, human and non-human 

life in a holistic manner represents one of the significant modes of literary production. Zapf 

thus symbolically calls literature as a powerful form of ‘cultural ecology’. Literary texts have 

over the ages explored the complex relationship between cultural systems and the interface of 

human/non-human nature thereby empowering the culturally inert non-human nature. 

According to Zapf, literature essentially draws its cognitive and creative energy from a 

threefold dynamics vis-à-vis its relation to the larger cultural system: as a ‘cultural critical 

meta-discourse, an imaginative counter discourse and a re-integrative inter-discourse’ (Zapf, 
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2003). This textual form breaks down fossilized social structures and ideologies while 

empowering the marginalized and reconnecting the culturally separated. Literature thus 

imbued with new found energy can counteract the pragmatic forms of interpreting human 

life. The uni-dimensional world views are thus shattered and the marginalized/repressed 

Others are highlighted. Literature thus acts as a sensorium of what goes wrong in society as 

well as mirrors the implications of the one-sided forms of consciousness. It becomes a 

medium of renewal in which the neglected energies find a symbolic space and seek re-

integration into the larger ecology of cultural discourses. 

Hupert Zapf’s monograph Literatur als Kulturelle Okologie (2002) was an attempt to 

formulate a viable version of the ecocritical project. He argued that the theoretical framework 

was needed in order to conceive literary texts as evolved cultural forms functioning within 

systems which are understood as ecological phenomena and evolving from inter-dependant 

and structurally analogous natural life processes. Zapf based his theory on the literary 

anthropology of Wolfgang Iser, WinkfredFluck, Jurgen Link and the cultural ecology of 

Peter Finke, Hans-Peter Duerr harkening back to Gregory Bateson’s Steps to an Ecology of 

Mind. 

Reading The Great Derangement through Zapf’s triadic model of the function of 

literature in cultural ecological systems sheds light on how both fiction and non-fiction can 

negotiate a cultural diagnosis.  

As Zapf maintains one of the main functions of ecocriticism is to project literature as ‘an 

ecological principle or an ecological energy within the larger system of cultural discourses’ 

(2006, 55), a form of cultural ecology that has moved beyond former one-sided, biologically 

deterministic views of the Nature-Culture relationship towards the recognition of difference 

and relatively independent dynamics of cultural and intellectual phenomena. It imbues 

literature with the power to discuss important political issues overtly as well as pinpoint the 
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wrongs committed in society and rectified even if constructed in literature. Reading The 

Great Derangement from this point of view  highlights how Ghoshcontests the very idea of 

modernity and questions tradition, notions of linear times to progress, novelty of the future 

and the rupture of the past. As Ghosh points out that modernity is a problematic notion as its 

basis lies on the separation of mankind from the rest of nature. The Nature-Culture divide is 

heightened and literature is relegated to the Other. Ghosh refers obliquely to Bruno Latour’s 

criticism of modernity. Ghosh while obliquely referring to Eduardo Kohn’s book How 

Forests Think: Towards an Anthropology Beyond the Human suggests that thinking through 

images might be a better means to convey, conceptualize and engage with the climate crisis. 

Like a proto-typical Medusa climate change represents mankind’s over-arching mindset. We 

must acknowledge that imaginative literature can only infer to the crisis. Are we in a position 

to move beyond the apocalypse dujours to radically imagined conceptual shifts whose 

reverberations have the power to change minds, hearts and worlds.  

As Zapf conceives of culture as an ecological system in which literature acts as a life-force 

which brings renewal and regeneration to a moribund system. According to Zapf, a narrative 

mode is necessary to provide a medium for the concrete exemplification of ethical issues that 

cannot adequately be explored on a merely systemic level.  

Zapf’s triadic model can be defined as: a cultural critical meta-discourse which deconstructs 

hegemonic ideologies ,exposes petrifications, coercive structure and pathogenic implications 

of dominant systems of civilizational power and an imaginative counter discourse which 

foregrounds and symbolically empowers the culturally excluded and marginalized. These 

counter discursive processes are associated in different ways with an eco-semiotic force that 

emerges from and also transgresses traumatizing realities and releases transformative story 

telling processes. Finally it boils down toa re-integrative inter-discourse which brings 

together the civilizational system and its exclusions in new, conflictive and transformative 
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ways and thereby contributing to the constant renewal of cultural centre from its margins. 

This approach involves epistemic, aesthetic and regenerative aspects- epistemic (as it brings 

together discourse and form of knowledge that are otherwise kept apart), aesthetic (as it 

employs the ecological and the patterns which connect heterogeneous domains as a principle 

of its creative processes, regenerative (the reconnections of the culturally separated, 

constitutes a tentative ground for systemic, self-correction and potential new beginnings). 

This re-integration does not mean any superficial harmonization of conflicts but the very act 

of reconnecting the culturally separated sets of conflicting processes and border line states of 

crisis and turbulence. 

 Thus culturally powerful texts are post-traumatic forms of storytelling in which traces of the 

unspeakable, unavailable and unrepresented remain present in an attempt to reconstruct the 

future. Hence what is historically and realistically unavailable can be symbolically integrated 

into language and discourse in literature. Herein lies the power of literature as a vital 

ecological function within culture. Literature represents a medium of rectifying wrongs in 

society albeit imaginatively and as self-reflective models of cultural creativity. 

 Climate crisis   represents a crisis of culture as well as of the imagination. Ghosh succinctly 

highlights how these notions can be rectified. He states ‘when we see a green lawn that has 

been watered with desalinated water in Abu Dhabi or Southern California or some other 

environment where people had once been content to spend their water thriftily in nurturing a 

single wine or shrub, we are looking at an expression of a yearning that may have been 

midwifed by the novels of Jane Austin. The artifacts and commodities that are conjured up 

by these desires are, in a sense, at once expressions and concealments of the cultural matrix 

that brought them into being’. (Ghosh,2016: 13) 

How an cultural –critical metadiscourse which deconstructs the prevalent hegemonic 

ideologies can be created is aptly highlighted in The Great Derangement when Ghosh while 
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relating  the  power of the non human which is ascribed with agency‘It seemed to me that 

there was something eerily apt about the metaphor… what had happened at that moment was 

strangely like a species of visual contact; of beholding and being beheld’. (Ghosh,2016: 19) 

The age of global warming defies both literary fiction and contemporary common senseas the 

weather events of the present times have a very high degree of improbability. They are not 

easily accommodated in the deliberately prosaic world of serious prose fiction. As rightly 

pointed out by Dipesh Chakarbarthy, global warming ‘calls us to visions of the human that 

neither rights talk nor the critique of the subject ever contemplated’.(Chakarbarthy,2012:9) 

Ghosh vociferously  states that  only the non human figures   albeit in a very passing manner. 

In The Great Derangement, he exclaims ‘how else do we account for the interest in the non-

human that has been burgeoning  the humanities over the last decade and over the range of 

disciplines, from philosophy to anthropology and literary fiction’. (Ghosh,2016: 41)  and 

that‘there are entities in the world, like forests that are fully capable of inserting themselves 

into our processes of thought’. (Ghosh,2016:41) 

Could it be that the Earth itself has intervened in order to refurbish our ideas which 

are based on the Cartesian dualism that imparts agency only to the human while denying it to 

the others. Climate change vociferously challenges and refutes these epochal Enlightenment 

ideas as it has an uncanny quality and suggests that non-human forces can intervene human 

thought. This uncanninessof climate change is different as it pertains to non-human forces 

and beings. Literary fiction replete with non-human forms (ghosts) actually represents the 

ecosemoitic forms of humans who were once alive. The freakish weather events of today, 

despite their radical non-human nature are precipitated by our cumulative actions. As Ghosh 

states, ‘they are the mysterious work of our own hands returning to haunt us in unthinkable 

shapes and forms’. (Ghosh,2016:43) 
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These events in history are obliterated in the customary frames of literature and 

confound the very idea of ecological writing. Rather they point to the uncanny intimacy of 

our relationship with the non-human. The belief that climatic catastrophe existed only in the 

fantasy world was ingrained in  the  minds of people . It suggested a kind of complacency 

that these vagaries of nature never existed. As a consequence, the pattern of settlement along 

the shores reflected this particular mindset and was rooted in the regularity of bourgeois life 

carried to the point of derangement. Ghosh reminds us how ‘these long rows of apartment 

blocks were sitting upon what had once been barrier islands, and that in the event of a major 

storm surge they would be swamped’.(Ghosh,2016:48) 

As living in close proximity to the waters was considered a sign of affluence, these 

settlements along the shore replicated the global norms. Ghosh summarizes how these 

hegemonistic discourses have played havoc with our environment. He states, ‘a colonial 

vision of the world, in which proximity to the water represents power and security, mastery 

and conquest has now been incorporated into the very foundations of middle class patterns of 

living across the globe’. (Ghosh, 2016: 49) 

 This reminds us of how earlier on in modern times, an acceptance of the unpredictable furies 

of the ocean existed and how all ports were protected from the ocean through a string of 

estuaries and bays. Fraught with the dangers of climate change, colonial cities like Mumbai, 

Chennai, New York, Singapore and Hong Kong have sprung up as a result of colonialization 

and complacency. The re-shaping of the estuarine landscape proceeded at such a pace that by 

the 1860s a Marathi chronicler, Govind Narayan reported that it would ‘never occur to 

anybody that Mumbai was an island once’. (Ranganathan,2009: 256) How an imaginative  

counter discursive process unleashes an ecosemiotic force  which transgresses  traumatic 

reality  can be highlighted in Ghosh’s analysis of how  cities like Mumbai connote new 

meanings of reality when they  experience catastrophic climate change.  
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Ghosh points out how megacities like Mumbai run the risk of rising seas affecting their 

nuclear installations. He sounds ominous warnings recalled in the Bulletin of the Atomic 

Scientist ‘during massive storms…there is a greatly increased chance of the loss of power at 

a nuclear power plant which significantly contributes to safety risk’. It reminds us how safety 

systems were damaged and radio-active waste leaked out in the Fukishima Daiichi Plant. 

How we relate to the environment is actually born by the place we live in for example in 

Fukishima where stone tablets were placed on the shoreline in middles ages to serve as 

Tsunami warnings, future generations were explicitly told not to build their homes beyond 

this point. But they actually situated a nuclear plant there.  

 Mumbai remains a potential risk for a storm surge as it sits upon a wedge of cobbled 

together land that is totally exposed to the ocean. Between 1998 and 2001, three cyclones had 

crashed into Indian Sub-continent to the north of Mumbai claiming seventeen thousand lives. 

Professor Adam Sobel confirms through his research that cyclonic activity is likely to 

increase in the next century. When the unprecedented downpour on 26th July, 2005 was 

recorded in Mumbai, the people of the city became aware of their interference with the 

ecology of an estuarine location. Ghosh remarks, ‘the remaking of the landscape has so 

profoundly changed the areas topography --- the old waterways have been so extensively 

filled in…water bodies, swamplands and mangroves that might have served as natural sinks 

have also been encroached’. (Ghosh, 2016:60) 

Ghosh pertinently reminds us that ‘the growth in most coastal cities around the world 

now depends on ensuring that a blind eye is turned towards risk’. (Ghosh,2016: 65) 

This awareness of the uncanny in human history is found in most cultures like the Biblical, 

Quranic images of the apocalypse, tales of Pralaya in Sanskrit literature and Fimbulwinter in 

Norse mythology but it has not percolated to a level of seriousness. After the beginning of 
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the predatory hubris of the Enlightenment vis-à-vis the Earth and its resources, nature lost the 

power to evoke fear and awe and stopped being part of the sublime.  

Climate change has reversed the temporal order of modernity, we are face to face with the 

Lock Ness monster run amok. Sea level rise has assumed gargantuan proportions ready to 

engulf cities like Venice renowned for their waterways. Ghosh states that ‘behind all of this 

lie those continuities and those inconceivably vast forces that have now become impossible 

to exclude, even from texts’. (Ghosh,2016: 84) 

What is required is a renewed awareness of the elements of agency and consciousness 

that humans share with many other things and even perhaps the plants. The awareness of 

non-human agency is evident in traditions of narrative. In Indian epics this tradition remains 

vibrantly alive and permeates the systems of belief. This is true of other narrative traditions 

as well.  Michal Northcott in his critique A Political Theology of Climate Change states 

thatthe Hebrew Bible is imbued with images of God ‘who is encountered through nature and 

events rather than words or texts’. (Northcott,2013:34) 

Blake prophetically wrote about the havoc climate change would create in the future years 

when he wrote 

 ‘The generations of men run on in the tide of time 

But leave their destined lineaments permanent forever and ever’ 

Margaret Atwood reiterated this  in an interview to The Progressive added fillip to this idea 

‘we are facing growing climate change, more floods, more droughts, more crisis on a 

planetary level and the systems we put in place in the twentieth century are just not going to 

work’. 

  

Conclusions 
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As students of literature, we cannot bring about a change in policy matters but writers 

like Ghosh can create awareness about climate change. We have to invest into the better 

environment of the future generations for they will accuse us  of  how ‘with all their genius 

and skill,they ran  out of foresight and air and food and water and ideas.They went on 

playing politics until the world collapsed around them’.(Ghosh,2016:152)  Surfing through 

our rich resources of the culture /nature  interface beginning from the Epic of Gilgamesh  and 

the Bhagvadh Gita to imagined Anthropocene futures, we must begin a human relationship  

with the earth in which we are co-creators. Reiterating what Edward O Wilson states in 

Future of Life wherein he remarks ‘I believe we will choose wisely .A civilization   able to 

envision God and to embark on the colonization of space will surely find the way to save the 

integrity of this planet and the magnificent life it harbours.’(Wilson,2002:189)  
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